Zincalume Corrugated steel sheets
Cost effective and easy to install
Minimum ground preparation needed
Lifespan of 20 years or longer
Suitable for Human and animal use
Manufactured to the highest quality
standards in S.A.
SMART TANK EXPRESS
Available Capacities

41 Kl
63 Kl
85 Kl
91 Kl
141 Kl
191 Kl
179 Kl
276 Kl
374 Kl

6.05mØ X 1.61m
6.05mØ X 2.40m
6.05mØ X 3.15m *
9.07mØ X 1.61m
9.07mØ X 2.40m
9.07mØ X 3.15m *
12.70mØ X 1.61m
12.70mØ X 2.40m
12.70mØ X 3.15m *

Cents per litre

43c
36c
32c
26c
23c
21c
20c
21c
24c

* Ring beam prerequisite
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Engineer Designed for the Farmer!
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Installation and delivery can be arranged
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Quick solution to the
storage of water

Aquadam Installation
The Express tank is designed for the
farmer, with farmers needs in mind, a
tank easy to install himself with no special
equipment needed. All tanks higher than
2.4m must be placed on a concrete ring
beam to prevent wind damage while the
tank is empty. The tank has an optional
engineer designed roof option as well.
IBR sheets are not included but cutting list
for sheets are provided in the installation
manual. All this aimed at making the
Express tank the easiest and most cost
effective high quality water storage
solutions available to all farmers.
Contact US should you require
larger tanks UP to 3.2 million litres!
1.61m

6.05m

41,000 lt

3.15m

12.70m

374 000lt

Available sizes between 41,000 liters to
374,000 liters, larger sizes manufactured on
request in our Extreme range

What sizes are available?

Where can I order the tank?

Who should I place my order with?
What us the estimate waiting period
for the tank?

Standard range of tanks are available from
your nearest supplier/ Co-operation
affiliate
Place your order with your co-operation,
agent or with Aquadam with reference to
your closest co-operation
Minimum of 3 weeks for manufacturing
and 1 week for transportation. (subject to
logistical constraints).

What happens if I can't wait longer
than 4 weeks?

If you require the tank sooner than the 4weeks period, additional transport costs
will be charged.

What is included?

Corrugated tank wall sheets, PVC lining,
nuts & bolts, 50mm inlet, 50mm outlet, sun
protection strip and detailed installation
manual

Can I transport the tank myself?
What ground preparation is needed?

Should the soil be compacted?

Should I provide clean sand?

The tank can easily be transported on a
1-ton bakkie or trailer
Remove all plant material, stones and
sharp objects (including sticks) on the
intended tank site
To ensure that the tank always remains
level, the soil must be well compacted to
95 Mod Ashto
The tank must be erected on a minimum of
100mm thick bed of clean sand to protect
the liner. Where a ring beam foundation is
used, clean sand is a prerequisite.

Can I order larger outlets for the
tanks?

Any size outlet can be requested or
provided, but must be stipulated at the
time of placing an order. No later change
requests are accepted

What is the life expectancy of
the lining?

The liner can last longer than 5 years, but
must be protected from the sun

To what conditions is the warranty
valid?

Warranty validity is subject to the tank
being installed by an Aquadam
accredited installer, on a ring beam built to
spec, with a roof

What are the specifications for the
concrete ring beam foundation?

Specifications of the concrete ring beam
foundation will be provided on request
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